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Oxygen Forensic Suite
Smart Forensics for Smart Phones

PC software designed to extract the maximum information
from smartphones, cell phones and other mobile devices for

forensic purposes.

Brief information:

 Focus on smartphones. The nowadays of cell phone market is smartphones. Oxygen Forensic
Suite uses its innovative and advanced OxyAgent approach to extract much more data than similar
tools from Android, Apple iOS, Blackberry, Symbian OS and Windows Mobile smartphones.

 Pioneer in geo-location data extraction. Oxygen Forensic Suite was the 1st tool capable to
extract geo information from smartphones. And we are still the leaders in this area.

 1st tool for Android phones physical analysis. The Android Rooting add-on for Oxygen
Forensic Suite allows recovering complete file system along with deleted data and full physical
memory dump.

 About 3000 device models are supported. But we rather care about quality, not quantity. You
can find several tools supporting much more devices, but you’ll never find the tool that offers the
same extraction and analyzing capabilities.

 User data extraction from installed 3rd party smartphone applications. Now people may
not use their mobile phones as just phones. Skype, Facebook, Twitter, various Google services,
Foursquare and other applications store their own databases inside a smartphone. Oxygen Forensic
Suite extracts and parses this information presenting the data in a convenient and well-organized
way.

 Timeline section combines all the extracted events having date and time stamp into
one list. Unlike other tools you don’t need to switch between several windows to examine all
activity of a suspect during specified date interval.

 Parsers for the most popular mobile formats. Oxygen Forensic Suite can load and parse data
from Blackberry IPD, Apple iTunes, Apple DMG, Nokia PM, SQLite databases, Plist files.

 Convenient analysis and data export, reports building. Software interface is specially
designed for forensic analysis, data search and reporting. Oxygen Forensic Suite can either print
reports or export them to the most popular file formats.

 Deleted data extraction. Oxygen Forensic Suite can recover deleted information. Platform
limitations may apply.
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Feature Standard PRO Analyst

Support for nearly 3000 mobile devices Yes Yes Yes

Strong support for Android, Apple iOS, Blackberry, Symbian OS
and Windows Mobile smartphones

Yes Yes Yes

Cable/Bluetooth/IR connection Yes Yes Yes

Phone Connection Wizard and Data Extraction Wizard run in a
background

Yes Yes Yes

State-of-the-art interface to analyze data Yes Yes Yes

Export data to most popular formats Yes Yes Yes

General data extraction (contacts, speed dials, caller groups,
calendar, SMS, E-mail, calls, tasks, notes, Wi-Fi and 3G activity)

Yes Yes Yes

Geo event positioning – EXIF/XMP headers - Yes Yes

Geo event positioning – Nokia LifeBlog - Yes Yes

Web cache and bookmarks analyzer (various browsers supported) - Yes Yes

Dictionaries - Yes Yes

Skype Analyzer - Yes Yes

Web Connections and Location Services - Yes Yes

Timeline for all phone events - - Yes

Applications - - Yes

Physical analysis with Android Rooting add-on - - Yes

Google Services (Google+, Maps, Mail, Talk, Calendar etc) - - Yes

Yahoo Services (Yahoo Mail, Yahoo Messenger) - - Yes

Social Networks (Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, Twinkle) - - Yes

Advanced search in multiple devices - - Yes

Communications statistics - - Yes

Apple DMG backup reader - Yes Yes

Apple iTunes backup reader - Yes Yes

Support for password-protected iTunes backups - Yes Yes

Apple Plist Viewer - - Yes

SQLite databases Viewer - - Yes

Deleted data recovery for SQLite databases - - Yes

Blackberry IPD backups Viewer - - Yes

Support for password-protected IPD backups - - Yes

Nokia PM Viewer - - Yes

Price $799 $1499 $1999
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